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i ion to arents o
mother and father of their only
son, decedent, Christopher
Coleman Mancha. $3.8 million
was awarded to Mancha, $1.2 to
Coleman.
Christopher Mancha, who was
16-years-old at the time, was
murdered on December 5, I 992.
It is alleged that Mancha was

TIie Black \',,ice Ne11·s
S
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A Superior Court jury in San
· Sernardiilo returned a verdict of
$5 million in a wrongful death
lawsuit against the defendant City
of Ontario in favor of plaintiffs
Sandra Mancha Schatzman and
Gary Coleman, respectively the

murdered by a gang member,
Richard Salazar, in retaliation for
Mancha's cooperation with the
Ontario Police Department during
a burglary investigation. Both
parties agreed that confidentiality
was promised to Mancha in return
for his cooperation in providing
information to the OPD.

However, plaintiffs allege that
members of the OPD breached
the promise of confidentiality.
Specifically, one of the OPD
detectives investigating the matter
falsely insinuated to Salazar
during an interview that Mancha
had provided information
implicating Salazar in a burglary.

Thereafter, no one at the POD
warned either Mancha or his
mother that the confidentiality
had been breached or of the
danger wherein the OPD had
placed him.
Salazar was
subsequently convicted of the
murder and is currently serving a
life sentence.

The City of Ontario contended
that Mancha was contributori ly
negligent in breaching the
confidentiality. The jury_rejected
this defense.
Ms. Mancha, an Ontario
resident, responded to the verdict,
by praising and thanking God first
Continued on Page A-3
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.Flip Wlkon DeadAt 64
The- Black Voice New.f

LOS ANGELES

By Jeff Wong AP Writer

Tragedy Strikes Twice for Nancy Wilson .
Tht Black Voice News

With a wig, high · heels and
colorful minidress, Flip Wilson
s.ashayed into America's living
rooms, spicing up the 1970s with
burlesque humor and introducing a
i
rare black voice to prime-time Photo by Star HG-1
audiences.
Flip Wilson
Wilson, the first successful Black host of a TV variety
show, died of liver cancer Wednesday at his Malibu
~ome with his daughter, Michelle, by his side, said
Angie Hill, the comedian's assistant. He was 64.
" He passed very peacefully in his sleep," Ms. Hill
id.
Wilson had undergone surgery Oct. 2 at St. J~hn's
Bospital and Health Center in Santa Monica_for a
malignant tumor near his liver.
"The Flip Wilson Show," a hit for NBC, showcased
the comedian's talents during its 1970-74 run. He
dressed in drag to play the wisecracking Geraldine,
whose "The devil made me do it" and " What you see
is what you get!" became catch phrases across the
country.
While breakthrough actors like Bill Cosby on "I Spy "
• and Diahann Carroll in " Julia " had roles that
-· downplayed their racial identity, Wilson reveled in
characters such as Leroy, pastor of the "Church of
What's Happening Now. " based on a preacher the
comedian knew from his childhood.
Geraldine was perhaps his most famous character.
"The secret of my success with Geraldine is that she's
not a put-down of women," he once said. "She's smart,
she's trustful, she's loyal, s he's sassy. Most drag

YUCCA VALLEY

By Cheryl Brown
Tragedy has stricken the family of song stylist Nancy
Wilson for a second time in a week. On Thursday,
November 21, she buried her mother Lillian Manis, and
on Thanksgiving night, her father Olden Wilson, died. In
a few short days both were remembered in separate
services. Manis had been ill for the past two years and
lived in Chillocothe, Ohio. Wilson simply had
Thanksgiving dinner, spent the most wonderful day of his
life with family and friends, Nancy cooked the traditional
meal, kissed her dad good night,'he then went home laid
down and close his eyes. Sometime in the morning his

changed the community his Elks brothers truly loved him.
He was the first Black in the group.
Everyone in the service was given an opportunity to
speak about Wilson, they spoke about him as husband,
father, grandfather, brother-in-law, father-in-law, uncle,
and friend.
Mr. Wilson fathered everyone who became a part of his
extended family. He was particularly strong in his belief
that men must be strong in their family relationships.
O ften coun seling them on their responsibilities.
Testimonies were one after another about the goodness of
his life, his deeds and all who knew him understood his
religious convictions.
Sons-in-law spoke of his acceptance, his advice and his
help and his chastisement.
One man sooke of his humor which had ~yeL,Yone

LOS ANGELES

By Anthony Breznican

AP Writer

Exhibition Examines
Abolitionism and Anti-Slavery
T(rt Black 1-f,iu Ntws

WILLIAMSBURG, VA

Continued on Page A-3

Friends Gather to
Honor Esther Rolle
The Black Voice NewI

Continued on Page A-3

Colonial Williamsburg will explore the roots of
abolitionism· and anti-slavery in "Am I Not a Man and
a Brother: Abolition and Anti-Slavery in the Early
q1esapeake" opening at the DeWitt Wallace Gallery
Feb. 7, 1999. The ex hibition , which features
abolitionist medallions, cera mics, needlework,
portraits, silhouettes and pamphlets from the Colonial
Williamsburg collection, will demonstrate how these
movements fo und expression in the decorative arts as
well as in the printed word.
"American a nti-slavery and abolitionism did not
begin in the 19th century but rather in the 17th and
I 8th centuries," said Martha Katz-Hyman , Coionial
Williamsburg's associate curator of metals and the
mechanical arts and curator of the exhibition. "One of
our goals is to examine the connections between the
Engli sh and American movements, since the American
movement was so greatly influenced by, and received
support from, the English."
1 One of the most famo us objects on display is a
medallion of stoneware and black jasper created about
l 787 by Josiah Wedgwood, the famous 18th century
potter and a founder of the Society for the Suppression
of the Slave Trade. T he moving depiction of a

Beverly Todd, Gladys Knight, Dionne Warwick, Danny
G lover, Anita Baker, Linda Hopkins , Mr. & Mrs.
Courtney Vahce, Belva Davis, Mira Waters, and Marge
Cowans.
Manis ' son Michael preceded her in death . She is
survived by her daughter Nancy and son-in-law Wiley,
seven grandchildren and 5 great-grandchildren.
Wilson leaves his legacy to Bertha, his wife of 54
years; his daughters, Nancy (Wiley) Burton, Rita
(Gordon) Crawford, Brenda (Benjamin) Vann, Karen
(Todd) Davis, his sons Michael and Tony who preceded
him in death; sixteen grandchildren, 5 greatgrandchildren; a host of nieces, nephews, family and
friends.
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wife Bertha of 54 years and mother of his 4 daughters
fo und him in the bed. The ordeal was a shock to
everyone. In past years, he has been sick and had been
hospitalized but each time he bounced back stronger than
before.
Manis was remembered after living her life in
Chil locothe at Flora Baptist Church. Wilson was
remembered locally in Yucca Valley, California his home
since 1980.
Over 200 people attested to the goodness of Mr. Wilson.
His fellow Elks gave the very serious Ivy ceremony that
proceeded _the celebration. His involvement in the desert

laughing. The man had no from teeth and when he met
him, Mr. Wilson told him "don't bite my dog." With that
the whole place erupted into laughter. For five years he
and his wife were Ombusmen, keeping an eye on
convalescent homes in San Bernardino County.
Nancy Wilson said her family is so blessed. "I've been
blessed to have three parents, two mothers and a father. I
am saddened but counting my blessings in losing two of
them so close together."
The family acknowled_ges the many flowers, cards and
calls among them, Congresswoman. Maxine Waters,
Senator Dianne Watson, Natalie Col~, Dawn Lewis,

Esther Rolle
was
remembered by fr iends
and family as an actress
who struggled against
Hollywood 's stereotypes
to portray black characters
with the dignity and
strength that she possessed
off-screen, too.
The Emmy award- winning actress was best
known as strong-willed
working-poor character
Aorida Evans who kept her family together on the TV
series "Good Times. " She died Nov. 17 in Los Angeles
at the age of 78.
On Saturday, the day Ms. Rolle was buried in her
birthplace of Pompano Beach, Fla., hundreds of her
friends and family in California gathered at the City of
Angels Church of Rel igious Science to honor her
memory.
Between tearful eulogies from her friends, singers and
piano players performed hymns, often rousing cries
from the audience. Many praised her for pressuring
producers to develop positive roles for Blacks.
But despite her convictions, Rene Rolle-Whatley said
her aunt, "spent much of her career trapped i n
Hollywood stereotypes."
Rolle often played characters who were maids, from
her role as Idella in the movie "Driving Miss Daisy," to
Florida Evans on "Good Times" to Mammy in the
"Gone With the Wind" sequel, "Scarlett."
"But she studied the system, learned the rules and
played to win," her niece said. "She performed each
role with a dignity and pride that stirred the hearts of
millions."
Actor John Amos, ,·,ho portrayed Florida Evan's
husband James on "Good Times," said Ms. Rolle often
turned down work if she thought the character
demeaned Blacks.
Congresswoman Maxine Waters. D-Los Angeles, said
Ms. Rolle never forgot her roots and tried all her life to
improve her community, most recently by supporting
shelters for battered women.
"She was a sister who inspired me," Waters said.

Race Relations Survey Predicts Serious Racial Conflict Ahead
85% say race relations have
worsened
NASHVILLE

When President Clinton's Advisory Panel on Race
identified the "country's history of white privilege,"
as a key factor for racial discord, little did they
realize that some Americans feel race relations -have
worsened and see serious racial confli ct ahead.
Those surprising opinions are the results of a survey
just released by Fisk University's Race Relations
Institute.
The poll conducted this year during the weeklong
I'nstitute show 85% of those s urveyed felt race
relations between certain groups have worsened in
the past decade. Latinos and African Americans felt
conflict was inevitable, while the majority of whites

E-Mail to: black voice @eee.org

disagreed. 63% of those surveyed agreed there would
be "s~rious and violent racial conflict in the near
future."
Race Relations Institute Director Dr. Raymond A.
Winbush said what's surprising about the poll is that
73% of those surveyed feel there is a national
conspiracy against people of color, particularly
African-Americans. "It's interesting to note,"
explained Winbush, "that while we talk a lot about
how to improve race relations, the numbers show the
reality of race and race relations has not changed
dramatically, particularly among people of color.
"The subtle- impact of white privilege has really
taken its toll, The data show while we talk about
improving race relations there is still a large and
widening gap on the issue between people of color
and whites. Racial reconciliation will be difficult to
achieve, if we do not take adequate measures to
prevent institutional racism in the future."

BLACK

Research, along with training and advocacy, are racial dialogue in America. Founded in 1942 under
key components of the Institute's strategy to heighten the leadership of Dr. Charles S. Johnson , a
awareness of the divisive and insidious nature of pioneering Black sociologist and first Black
racism. Research emphasizes the continuing need for president of Fisk University, the lnstitute's summer
data analysis on America's most troubling problem.
Continued on Page A-3
The historical summer Institute is the model for
The response of participants to a variety of questions about race and related issues matched the 1997
Gallup Poll Social Audit on Black/White Relations in the U.S. and other national polls. The survey,
conducted by Mind Matters, Inc. in Washington, D.C., generated responses from 106 participants, 18 years
of age and older. The results of other survey questions indicate):
• 62% feel President Clinton's race initiative has been ineffective.
• 92% responded the federal government should be more involved in resolving r<tcial discrimination.
• 52% agree people of color should focus community efforts on changing systems.
• 89% feel Affirmative Action is still needed as a remedy for discriminatory practices of the past.
• 89% agree Affirmative Action policies should be extended to women and other ethnic groups.
• 64% feel desegregation efforts have essentially fai led.
• 85% responded they have been discriminated against in the past three months because of race and/or
ethnicity.
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Guest Editorial
Exposing Connerly Key to Stopping
Anti-Affirmative Action Drive
By John William Templeton

To Be Equal

Thursday, December 3, 1998

We· are Family
had to declare that they were part
of the American family, that
Jefferson's self-evident truths about
human beings applied to them as
well.
That, too, is a history most
Americans share along and across
the boundaries of race, ethnicity
and national origin.
But African Americans have had
to press their claims to membership
in the American community in the
most dramatic fashion because
efforts to exclude them have been
the most extreme.
Today African Americans
continue to declare -- because they
have to -- that we are family, too,
and we have a right to help decide
what goes on in the Big House.
Take that as one meaning of the
surge in Black voter turnout in
strategically-significant electoral
contests November 3.
For decades the Black electorate
has been dismissed as " blindly"
loyal to the Democratic Party -- as
if they could not think politically
and act pragmatically like other
voters -- by glib, unobservant
pundits and racial propagandists.
Well, this election put a
punctuation mark to the obvious:
African Americans are a "core
group" of the Democrats, just as
other groups, including labor
unions , women, an·d Hispanic
Americans, have been.
They recognize their interests
and the larger communal interest.
They understand which candidates
are sympathetic to their concerns,
and which are not, and they vote

accordingly.
That means, as this election also
made clear, the Black electorate
will vote for those Republican
candidates who express interest and
make pledges that are sincere.
That's been evident for years in
scattered local and statewide
contests. now, perhaps the success
some moderate Republicans like
Governors Jeb and George W.
Bush, in Florida and Texas,
res·p ectively, had in attracting
respectable numbers of Black and
Hispanic voters will lead more of
their party brethren to recognize
that, yes, African American voters
are family, too.
Perhaps they' II take more
interest now of that little-noted but
potentially significant finding in the
recent survey by the Joint Center
for Political and Economic Studies.
The think tank's poll, the most
comprehensive examination of
Black attitudes, found that 26
percent of Blacks in the 26 to 35
age group, a group which is topheavy with college graduates,
chose the GOP as their party
designation. This is by far the
largest group of self-designated
Republicans among African
Americans.
Not surprisingly, that age group
is quite happy with its economic
status: 65 percent said they were
better off financially than year ago.
Only 7 percent said they were
worse off.
The African American electorate
has more work to do as well. Now,
its
representatives
and

organizations must flex their
political muscle before the next
election comes around.
One place to start is Washington
state, which just passed Initiative
200, ano'ther of these noxious antiaffirmative action measures, which
bans considering race in
admissions, employ,ment and
contracting decisions by officials of
public institutions and agencies.
We must make it quite clear that
these measures don't promote
fairness ; they promote exclusion.
The precipitous declines this year
in the enrollment of Black and
Hispanic students in seven of the
eight universities of the University
of California
show
that
unmistakably.
That's
why
American
corporations are pressing ahead
with efforts, including affirmati ve
action, to increase diversity. They
know that's where their workforce
and their markets are headed.
Unfortunately, Washington state
is · likely going to repeat
California 's lesson , and feel the
same shock waves: at its 37,500student University of Washington,
in Seattle, where today less than 9
percent of the students are Black,
Hispanic and American Indian; and
in its state contracting , where
businesses owned by Blacks,
Hispanics, and White women are
going to be shut out of opportunity
-- again.
These are costs the American
social fabric -- the Americ an
"family" -- can't afford to bear.

The political cover provided by Ward Connerly is the fuel driving , ·
the assault on affirmative action programs represented by
California's Proposition 209 and Washington's Initiative 200,
according to the author of "The Lynching of the American dream,"
the first book on Proposition 209.
Frederick E. Jordan, a 30-year veteran architect and engineer, said,
"If anyone else had tried to do what Connerly did, they'd be
Hugh B. Price
dismissed as racist, but people say, 'He's Black, so it must be
President, National Urban League
alright."' During a book signing, Jordan cited a Los Angeles Times
survey that 27 percent of the Californians who voted for Proposition
The most amusing result of the
209 thought they were actually supporting affirmative action, due to
recent DNA proof that Founding
its innocuous-sounding language.
Father Thomas Jefferson conducted
There were two other factors that allowed Prop. 209 to pass in 1996 a long liaison with his slave, Sally
despite the opposition of more than 400 organizations in California,
Hemings, and fathered several of
Jordan added.
her children has been the bobbing"Gov. Pete Wilson, who was the real power behind this, and Newt and-weaving search for a fallback
Gingrich called corporate CEOs throughout the state one weekend
position by those who've clung to
and threatened them if they came out in opposition to Prop. 209,"
the claim that such a relationship
said Jordan. "For instance, he [Wilson] called utility CEOs and
was impossible.
reminded them that he appointed the members of the Public Utilities
But another consequence is far
Commission."
more serious -- and positive. It has
A third reason was Hwe didn't do a good enough job of explaining
underscored that we -- all
the issue to the voters," Jordan admitted. "That's why I wrote this
Americans -- are family.
book so that we would not have to repeat history." More is required
Along and across the boundaries
than just the opposition of elected officials and corporate leaders to
of race , ethnicity and national
the attack on affirmative action. "In Washington, we had the
origin, America is a nation of
governor and top companies against Initiative 200, and we still lost.
distant as well as kissing cousins
We need to educate the grassroots. Affirmative action programs
whose relationships have always
create a fair playing field, not just for minorities and women, but for
undermined the crackpot theories
everybody."
of the racial supremacists, whether
The next battleground will be Deep South states like Florida and · those theories were overt and
Georgia, where Connerly has begun to supply money and
vicious or genteel and larded with
organizational support as he did in Washington state. Jordan is copseudo-scientific gobbledegook.
chairman of Americans United for Affirmative Action, along with
Of course, African Americans
SCLC President Martin Luther King III.
aren't the only Americans who've
"We've already defeated bills to end affirmative action in Florida,
,tnd Georeia a_nd Colorado and every other state where it's come
before the legislature.''
Jordan's leadership on the issue began when bills attacking
affirmative action first came up in California in 1994. He launched
By Linn Washington Jr.
following year.
"the supremacy of the White-line mainstream media.
the first Black-owned civil engineering firm in the state in 1968 after
Special to fY.NPA
Hiram Revels from Mississippi democracy."
Similar ti :ne dynamic inherent
graduating from Howard and Stanford universities. He has since
l
I
'
became
the first Black
U.S.
For "the record, the denial in some White react•ion to
designed and/or managed the construction of more than 600 projects,
America' s denial dynamic is Senator in 1870, filling a seat dynamic is not an affliction
Jefferson's DNA, some Black
including the initial response to the earthquake damaged Cypress
operative in the dust up over DNA once held by the former president exclusive to certain White
Freeway in Oakland after the Loma Prieta earthquake.
journalist leaders deny the ir
tests to confirm that Thomas of the Confederacy, Jefferson Americans.
"I couldn't figure out why this was happening in the most diverse
responsibility to not spend
Jefferson
fathered at least one Davis.
It is also evident in the recent millions in a state that spits in the
state in the country, where minorities are 47 percent of the
child with his slave Sally
The bloody program preceding leadership decision of the nation's face. of minorities.
population and women are 51 percent but together they only get IO
Hemings.
the Nov. 2, 1875 election in largest
percent of state contracts," Jordan recalled. "Since Prop. 209 •· that's
Black
journalist
All in America must accept the
Many Americans do not want to Mississippi constituted "one of the organization to accept insult by
been cut in half -- and we've just learned that Black and Latino
fact that discarding this deni al
accept the long known fact that darkest chapters in American agreeing to hold its 1999
admissions to the University of California have been cut by 51
dynamic regarding racism would
percent in just two years."
Jefferson had sex with a slave history," a U.S. Senate report convention in Washington State
help usher in the true dynamics of
Despite the danger to his business from Gov. Wilson's heavybecause it crashes their comfort declared a year later.
where voters overwhelmingly democracy denied for so long.
handed tactics, Jordan put together more than 80 organizations in a
zone surrounding central myths
Mississippi, the report stated, "is rejected affirmative action a few
Linn Washington Jr. is a Yale
coalition for affirmative action.
about American history. at present under the control of weeks ago.
Law
Journalism Fellowsh ip
"The irony is that Connerly took advantage of affirmative action
Those who deny what DNA political organizations composed
Affirmative action is a graduate who writes regularly on
programs with three million dollar contracts from the California
now confirms conclusively reject largely of armed men whose consequence of the Civil Rights
inequities in the justice system.
Energy Commission after A.B. 1833 (the state affirmative action law)
the essence of that ringing phrase common purpose is to deprive" Movement, and this movement
was passed in 1988," noted Jordan. Connerly's career began as an
Jefferson
penned in the Blacks voting rights and sustain helped secure Black entrance into
aide to Wilson in the mid-1960s when the current governor was in the
Declaration of Independence: we
state assembly. "Then he benefited from affirmative action again
hold these truths to be selfTHE WORD "STEREOTYPE"
when Wilson appointed him to the University of California regents."
evident.
But
Jefferson's
siring
Jordan sees hope in the large turnout of African-American voters
slave offspring was no secret to
from a certain mold. Realizing
using Generalizations to estabduring the Nov. 3 elections. "There was a stunning rebuke of Wilson's
persons living in the 19th Century.
it is inappropriate to think of a
policies in California, and voters around the country need to let
lish categories in order to hanAbolitionist Angelina Grimke'
group of people, or even two
politicians know that they have to really stand up against these Prop.
dle the tremendous amount of
noted in a June 1837 letter how a
209 elones. We need leadership, like the Lyndon Johnsons and
people, as cast from the same
information facing us everyday.
Virginia slaveholder boosted that
Martin Luther King Jrs, who would stand up for what was right."
mold, psychologists applied the
Simplifying information and
"the best blood in Virginia flows
term "stereotypers' to those
putting it in order enables us to
John William Templeton is executive editor of "Griot," the Africanin the veins of slaves! Yes, even
people who did such faulty
act quickly. When our generalAmerican, African and Caribbean business daily. Contact him at
the blood of a Jefferson."
thinking.
By 1922, with
izations
about social groups
askiaJek@Blackmoney.com.
The history of America is one of
respect to how we see social
distort or leave reality as a
denying the realities of racism
groups (e.g. races, religions, the
Joseph A. Bailey, II M.D.
result of being overly simple
springing from that seminal
sexes), stereotype referred to
and
"finn," they become faulty
contradiction of extolling how "all
During my internship and
"those
pictures
of
them
in
our
thinking
stereotypes . This
Th• Inland Empire lfe'W9 In Blaak : " ~
men are created equal ," while
family physician's years every
heads."
What
this
implied
was
comes about from dismissing
refusing to recognize the
Established in January of 1972
pregnant patient had an opinthat people approached facts
the fact that the generalization
"inalienable rights" of those
ion, by its degree of activity, as
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for
personal
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An
active
kicking
child,
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in
an
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fashwe suppose to be a sample.
Realistically,
Jeffers on's
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ion .. Thus, instead of "seeing
miscegenation is mild compared ularly if "carried high" in the
In summary, stereotypes are
Adjudicated, a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8, 1974 Case Number 108890 by lhe
first and then defining," stereoto the multitude of events womb, were signs of a male.
a fixed set of greatly over-simSuperior Court of Riverside County.
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"finn," or "hard." Things were
tain motorcycle gangs -- somepractice in San Bernardino.
Blacks,
according
to
a
said to be made from a stereotimes do behave similarly in
Advertisers should contact Cheryl Brown in Riverside (909) 682-6070 or in San Bernardino
Please address comments to: econgressional report issued the
(909) 889-0506
type wten they were printed
most ways . We depend on
mail JAB722@aol.com

DNA and America's Denial Dynamic on Racism

Family Talks

.,..

---

Male Advocate/Instructor
CASA for Riverside County, Inc., is committed to serving abused, neglected and
abandoned children in Riverside County who come before the Riverside Juvenile
Dependency court, by providing trained community volunteers who act as mentors,
role models_and advocates. If you are interested and have some time to share with
a needy child, please call the CASA office at (909) 358-4167 or 358-4113 Monday
through Friday. CASA Orientation and Training starts on January 5, 1998, at the
Office of Educations, 3939 Thirteenth Street, Riverside.
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Chaffey Offers Wellness/Holistic Certificate Program
The Black \'iiice New.t

RANCHO CUCAMONGA

Responding to students requests
and community interest, a
Wellne.ss/Holistic
Certificate
Program. approved by the State of
California, is now available and
offered at Chaffey College. The
program offers reliable resources on
alternative and complementary
medicine. It is designed to provide
skills necessary for optimum health
and well being of the whole person;
mind, body, spirit and environment.
According to Marilyn Shaw,
program director and professor at
Chaffey College, it has taken several

years to develop a complete and
well rounded program. There are
two certificate programs. One is a
Wellness certificate and the other is
a Wellness certificate wi th an
emphasis in Holistic Health which
includes classes in health science,
qiet and fitness, medicinal herbs
reflexology, holistic health;
therapeutic touch, yoga, Eastern
philosophy and Eastern movement.
The certificate program will be
helpful to those planning to seek
employment in wellness. While
many wellness positions already
exist for health practitioners and
consultants, more are being
developed in industry, business,

corporations, insurance companies,
medical clinics and hospitals.
Shaw is working with the Nation·aJ
Wellness Association to help other ·
colleges who are interested in
creating their own holistic health
programs. Her considerable efforts
were recognized at Chaffey
College's award banquet in June, ,
naming her the innovator of the year.
Interested students can take
individual classes or enroll in the
entire program for a . Some classes
are offered Friday and Saturday.
· For more information regarding
classes or the certificate program,
call Marilyn Shaw at (909) 9412324.

Exhibition Examines Abolitionism and Anti-Slavery
!.t

Continued from Front Page

kneeling slave in chains and the
inscription "Am I Not a Man and a
·,:i
Brother?" became a powerful logo
for the English abolitionist
H, movement and as such, an effective
I• < weapon against the slave trade.
·II, Visitors will learn the important
lJL part played by women and religion.
ri '.l
"The American movement was one
' r of the first political movements in
,b this country in which women
,:1, played an influential role," said
,i ~
Katz-Hyman. "Religious beliefs
,:ii and networks set up by the
,11;
Quakers, Methodists and, to some
extent, the Baptists, were vital to its
development."
,r;
Additional objects on display will
include loaned items from the
:a
' 'J

Daughters of the American
Revolution
Museum
in
Washington, D.C., and the
Manuscripts and Rare Books
Collection of Swem Library at The
College of William and Mary.
The DeWitt Wallace Gallery
displays the foundation's permanent
collection of English and American
antiques . Entered through the
reconstructed Public Hospital of
1773 on Francis Street near
Merchants Square in Williamsburg,
it is open 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily
(closed Tuesdays). The Wallace
Gallery Cafe se-ves lunch.
Admission is by Colonial
Williamsburg, Patriot's Pass, Basic
Ticket, Colonist's Pass or Museums
Ticket. For program information

call (757) 220-7724.
Just two-and -a-half hours from
Washington, D.C., Colonial
Williamsburg has been named
"Favorite Historic Site" by readers
of Southern Living , "Favorite
Living History Museum" by
readers of Fam ily Fun and one of
the "25 Essential Historic Sites" by
Historic Traveler magazine .
Washingtonian magazine's firstever reader trav.el survey voted
Colonial Williamsburg favorite
weekend getaway, top historical
attraction and a number one trip for
children . For information and
reservations, call toll-free (800)
HISTORY or visit us on the
Internet
at
http
://www.
colonialwilliamsburg. org.

Comedian Flip Wilson Dead At Age 64
9ontinued from Front Page

imperso nations are a drag. But
women can like Geraldine, men can
.r1· like Geraldine, everyone can like
.Geraldine. ,.
Clerow Wilson was born into
, poverty on Dec. 8, 1933, in Jersey
In City, N .J. , and raised in foster
, 1, homes, quitting school at 16. He
served fo ur years in the Air Force,
and earned the nickname " Flip" for
his irreverent humor when he began
entertaining the troops.
Discharged in 1954, Wilson spent
more than a decade working at odd
jobs and developing a comedy act in
i\i small clubs . When Hollywood
, ·, 1
began to seek out Black entertainers
,it)
in the '60s. his career took an

upward tum.
Wilson made his TV debut on
"The Tonight Show Starring
Johnny Carson" in 1965, which led
to frequent appearances on " The Ed
Sullivan Show" and " Laugh-In "
and on comedy series including
"Love, American Style."
"If you look at the history, there
were no Black comedians at all back
then and the fact that he made it to
prime time and stayed there quite a
while -- this is inspiring to people
who may have been 12, 13 or 14
years old back then ," said Silver
Saundors Friedman, owner of The
Original New York Improvisation, a
comedy club.
A variety special in which Wilson

-- are these
worthwhile?

supplements

K.B.

Dear K.B.: People who are

F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M.

Dear Dr. Levister: I see ads
that prom o te Ensure and
Sustacal to older adults. I'm 65

BECOME

generally in good health don't
need to add liquid foods to their
diet. Older adults should however, make sure they eat a varied diet, drink .at least 8 glasses
of non-caffeinated fluids daily
to prevent dehydration, and take
a multivitamin and calcium
supplement
each
day .
Unprocessed foods, particularly
nutrient-rich fruits and vegeta-

A FOSTER PARENT
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Race Relations Survey Predicts Serious Racial Conflict Ahead
Continued from Front Page

sessions convened politicians ,
educators, health care workers
and scholars to dialogue and
develop public policy to address
the insidious effects of racism.
Since ·the Institute's rebirth
representatives from seven
countries and 27 states have met
on the historic Nashville campus
to recommend public policy for
health care, education, media, law,
politics, the economy, and
religion. In 1997 and 1998, the
Institute conducted two very
successful dialogues on race.
Attendees for both sessions
included: Dr. John Hope Franklin,
Chair of President Clinton's
Advisory Board on Race ; Jill
Nelson, author; Jo~n Seigenthaler,
Journalist; Dick Gregory, Human
Rights Advocate ; Chuck D , Rap
Artist; William Whitcomb, U.S.
Justice Department; Actor James
Earl Jones; Congressman John
Conyers; Naomi Tutu, daughter of
Nobel Laureate, Bishop Desmond
Tutu,
and
many
others.
Technology is also an important
tool in furthering the mission of
the Institute . The HOLDINGS
(Holding Our Documents Insures
Nobility, Greatness, and Strength)
Project utilizes the latest scanning
and document preservation

technology
to
protect
deteriorating documents currently
held by Black colleges and
universities and other civic ,
cultural
and
scholarly
organizations. The primary
purpose of the project is to
educate people about the
importance of preserving the
wntings ,
artifacts
and
memorabilia of African people.
The Ins ti tute's discussions on
· race over the last two years have
focused on: church burnings and
hate crimes, the plight of
historically black colleges and
universities, the film Amistad, the
issue of intraracial as well as
interracial dialogues,
and
mandatory sentencing. Other
programs included a collaborative
effort on Black/Jewish dialogue.

Receive
$ 520- $1,200
Training & Financial Support Available
International Foster Family & Adoptions Agency
12968 Frederick, Suite #C
Moreno Valley, CA 9255~
For Orientation Call
(909) 485-4068
(888) 729-2136

8:00am - 8:00pm
Se Habla Espanol

bles, are believed to contain
substances that may prevent
cancer and other diseases ; these
substances are not contained in
liquid supplements or even multi vitamins.
Most of the available supplements contain little or no fiber,
another major drawback to
them. These products are generally made from milk and soy
proteins, water, sugar and oils
and are fortified with vitamins
and minerals . Although they
come in appetizing flavors such
as chocolate, eggnog and coffee, many people find the drinks
too sweet and chalky in texture.
While I don ' t recommend
supplements as part of a regular
diet for healthy adults, liquid
meals can be lifesavers for people who are too sick to eat solid
foods or who have trouble swallowing or putting on we ight.
Doctors often recommend these
s uppl e ment s to p eop le with
poor
appetites
du e
to
che motherapy or recent surgery.

Dr. Levister owns a private
practice in San Bernardino and
welcomes reader mail concerning their bodies but regrets that
he is unable to answer individual letters. Your Letter will be
incorporated into the column as
space permits. You may direct
your Letters to Dr. Levister in
care of Voice News, P. 0. Box
1581, Riverside,CA 92502 or
vtstt
his
website
at
http://www.eee.org/bus/Levister.

Numerous workshops on race
relations have been conducted by
the RRI including consultations
with the Tennessee Department of
Housing·, Treasury and Aging,
Smyrna Police Department,
Tennessee Hospital Asso~iation
and numerous other pubiic and
private organizations.
Recently
design_ated
a
"Promising Practice " by the
White House, the Race Relations
Institute at Fisk University is
funded with grants from the W.K. ,
Kellogg Foundation , Pitney
Bowes, Ford Motor Company,
First Amendment Center, First
American Bank , and Xerox
Corporation.
Visit the Race Relations Institute
on the internet at www.fiskrri.o rg

Jurf Awards i~ Million to Parents of Slain Son
Continued from Front Page

and, then, the jury for justice. She
exclaimed that the victory is God's.
The jury's vote on liability was
10-2 . The trial lasted 10 court
days, including I and 1/2 for
deliberation.
Plaintiffs were represented by
Marina R . Dini and Robert L.
Bastian, Jr. of the Law Office of
Bastian and Dini, Century City.

The City of Ontario was
represented by Norman Watkins ·
and William Bernard of Lindberg
and Watkins, Santa Ana.
Sandra Mancha Schatzman is the
widow of the former judge and
syndicated
columnist,
the
Honorable Dennis C. Schatzman.
At the time of his death,
Schatzman was a journalist for The
Black Voice News.

Electricity
has always
been ou,r
!I

To Ensure or Not

Our Bodies

Ernest C. Levister, Jr., M.D.

starred in September 1968 led to his
own series, which earned him an
Emmy for performing and one for
writing in 1971 . It took competition
from a new drama, --The Waltons,"
to knock Wilson 's show down rn the
ratings and off the air.
The comedian was divorced about
the time his show ended and he won
custody of his children.
As for Geraldine, he said, "I don't
think Geraldine will be back. She
was the girl of my dreams, and she
carried me longer than my mother
did.
He is survived-by sons Kevin and
David , and daughters Stacey,
Tamara and Michelle. Plans for a
memorial service.were pending
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We\·e been here for more than a century.
We're here for you now, and will be for
generations to come.

. 's not
...but 1t
our ~nly business.

We're Southern California Edison. And
electricity has always been our business ...but
that's not all we do . We do more than
light up your home, workplace, school, and
church.
We help make dreams co-~ e true .
throughout our community with support to
education, arts, job training and economic
de"elopment.
Southern California Edison -- quality sen ·ice
backed by a century of experience...and
more.
Corporate donations arc prm·i<lcd by the shareholder,, of Edison
International and do not affect rates.

SOUTHERN CALI FORNIA

EDISON
An EDISON INTERNATIONAL''' Company

www.sce.com

A

CENTURY

OF

PEACE

OF

MIND
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JMAW and Parsons Engineering Team Up for Better Minorify Opportunities
The Black Voice News
PASADENA

JMAW Environmental and
Engineering Group and Parsons
Corporation announced an
agreement of support of JMAW
Environmental and Engineering
Group, which is part of its goal to
assist
emerging
minority
businesses. Parsons Corporation,
one of the world's largest full service engineering, environmental
and construction firms, has long
established an in-house program to
assist
emerging
minori ty
businesses.
This agreement of support will
enable both firms to better respond
to project requirements. "The fact
that JMAW is a qualified firm with
qualified staff to provide solutions
to complex projects and that it is
also a disabled veteran and
minority business enterprises is an
added bonus," said Eric Mische,
Regional Director of Parsons.

Virgal Woolfolk

"This agreement allows JMAW to
eliminate the lines of demarcation
that hinders so many minority firms
fr om meeting the bidding
requirements for large jobs," said
Virga! Woolfolk, President and
Managing Partner of JMAW.
"With the agreement of support
with Parsons, we will be in a better
position to offer a full range of

products to public agencies, cities,
counties, state age ncies, fede ral
agen cies , space and defense
industries,
ba nks,
la rge
corporations, and natural resource
agencies such as the Department of
Interior and environmental groups
such.as Sierra Club and Planning
and Conservation League. Many
times emerging firms such a s
JMAW, although qualified, are left
off the list because agencies believe
they do not have the de pth to
complete large projects, with the
support agreement with Parsons,
we now have that depth."
Parsons Corporation is one of the
wor ld 's largest, full -servic e
engineering , procurement and
construc tion organizations. In
addition to providing services in
e nvironme ntal planni ng and
en gineering. Parsons is also a
recognized leader in many diverse
markets, including infrastructure,
federal ,
a v1at1on,
ground
transportation ,
commercial,

env ironm ental,
ind ustrial/
manufacturing, institutional, mobile
source air qu ality and water
resources. Parsons was ranked the
top revenue-producing international
des ign fir m in 1996, and the
number one U.S. design firm in
1995 and 1996 by Engineering
N ews-R ecord, the industry's
leading trade publication.
Mr. Eri c Mische, Regional
Manager of Parsons the Southern
California Di vision, who helped
orchestrate this agreement, says the
firm of John Minch and Woolfolk
(J MAW) is one of the few minority
owned professional environmental
and engineerin g pla nn ing firm
nationwide that carries a Disabled
Veteran and M inority Busi ness
certification. Although created last
year, the firm is quickly earning the
reputation of being able to provide
reliable environmental services to
private and public entities, such as
TRW, in their efforts to comply
witll governmental standards, rules,

or regulations when promoting
various policies, issues, and
programs vital to an organization of
any size.
The principals of JMAW are
Virga) Woolfolk and John Minch.
Prior to formi ng JMAW, Mr.
Woolfolk held the position of
Senior Environmental Planner with
Eastern Municipal Water District in
Hemet and Perris, California.
Having more than 20 years in
environmental planni ng, he has
been recognized by his peers for his
knowledge of e nvironmental
legislation and law, and his ability
to solving complicated problems
between regulatory agencies and
environmental groups. What makes
Virga! Woolfolk so credible is his
hands-on
knowledge
and
experience that inc ludes the
management and su pervision of
comprehensive e nvironmental
studies of water, waste water, and
reclaimed
water
projects,
res ide ntial a nd commercial

development projects, wetlands
projects, growth management
projects, m ul tispecies habitat
programs, . and environmental
justice projects. Mr. Wuulfolk
prepared over 500 reports und,er
CEQAINEPA and has been
credited with writing one of the
first versions of the -No Surprisepolicies for the .Endangered Species
Act. The author of a soon-to-bereleased book called -What we did
not know about Pollution when we
were Colored", he is also working
on a new book called the - Race of
Water in California, whic h will
address the history of water policies
and their impacts on minority
communities in California. Mr.
Woolfolk currents serves as the CoChair of the Riverside <:;:oun ty
Workforce Development Board and
has been instrumental in creating
short-term programs for job
training by bringing the academic
and union groups together to solve
the mutual problems.

Why Aren't We Controlling Images of Us in Hollywood?
A Hollywood Shows

Blacks in Bad
Light, or Not at All
The Black Voice News

American culture exerts a
powerful influence across the
globe and Ame ri c an - m a d e
movies play a major role in
shaping the world's attitudes,
trends and styles. A worldwide
hunger
for
U .S. - made
entertainment steers movie
projects that sell overs eas ,
while discouraging those - suc h
as African Ame rican- focu sed
films that Hollywood feels
foreign audiences will spurn.
Although U .S . Blacks support
the motion picture industry in
droves, the African Ame ric an
identity is not cons idered by
studio executives as ove rseas
blockbuster
material.
Mainstream- minded African American will tell you there 's
been more depictions of Black
• Life coming from Hollywood in
recent years , it's time 'w e do
more in this industry ourselves.
For film maker~ fore ig n box
offices is where it's at. T hat
audience is growing at a rate of
about 6 to 7 percent annually three times as fast as the
domestic market.
Hollywood produced movies
reflect, and project, ideas and
values that offe r the wor ld
powerful and c ommand in g
images of Americ an soc ie ty.
But the Hollywood industry is
not interested in offering the
world much in the w a y of
images of African Ame rican s.
Although African Americans
buy 25 perce nt of movi e
industry products, the lure of
foreign marke ts puts us out of
the picture in the mind s of
studio executives . U .S. m ovie
distributors took in $5 .85

Employment Opportunity

Do You Have A Good
Personality?

billion from foreign box offices
last year. Hollywood caters to
foreign film dis tributors who
feel their audie n c es have no
interest in movies tha t have
African American or other
minority casts and the mes.
Actually it m a k es g ood
busi ness sense for Hollywood
executives to go where they feel
the money is. Ten years ago, 70
p e rce nt of th e indu s try' s
revenues came from A merican
movi e- hou ses. Th e fore i g n
m a rke t didn 't h ave mult ip lex
theate rs the n . The bottom- line
·
now shows the overseas marke t
h e lpe d the e pic di sas te r film
"Titanic" gain two times more
than the $600 million it earned
in the American ma rket. Whrle
there are 63,0 00 movie screens
o ve rse'as - c ompare d to about
32,000 in the U nited States - the
g lobal b ox office is poised to
g row dramatically in the near
future.
T he perception tha t "e thnic

movies" don't play overseas is
the rule . Hollywood's s tudio
executives say: "Mos t othe r
countries can't relate to Black
baseball movies, period dramas
about football, rap and inne rcity films. Americana is desired
by inte rnational markets, but
there comes a point where they
will resist and say, 'We don't get
it', a nd it's gene ra lly in film s
that are e thnic, inner-city and
sports-d rive n ." Producers de ny
that racism is involved, calling
it "an economic decision." They
say, "Studio s d on 't care how
they m a k e th e i r m o n ey, bu t
hi s tory s how s Bl ac k mo vi es
don 't tran s la te i n fo r ei g n
markets.
Blacks buy one of every five
movie tickets sold in A merica,
re veling in the fantasy it brings
and ac ting as if they haven 't a
clu e about wh a t' s g o in g on
around the m . We represent a
billion d o ll a,r movie produc t
audience and operators of Black

Subscribe & Advertise to the
Black Voice News

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

advertising rates, contact:

A p erfect p art-time home
business, $2K-$20K per
month. Hands-on training.

Ray Williams

24-HR Message

(909) 682-6070

1 888 573 2105

To find out more information on

Ente rtainment Television h ave
announce d a m ovie stud io
des igned to m a ke fi lms b y
Blacks for Black s. B ET w ill
invest $100 million to lau nch
the venture, which in contrast to
Hollywood m o vi e bud gets
which average over $70 m illion
each , B ET's film s w i ll cost
around $2 mill ion to make. If
more of us were capi talists we'd
realize the clout of our dollars
and do something more i.n this
industry than passively munch

p opcorn and complain. For over
30 years, in the early 1900s,
Bl ack- o w n ed studios and
t heaters spanned t h e country
a nd showed our film s . W h en
will individu als, groups, and
organ izations band together to
fu nd and produ ce B lack films
fo r 30 mill ion African
Americans again?
E n terprising Blacks are
work ing t ogeth er to build
wea lth in many industries such as mov ie maki ng - where

there has• been proven to be
sufficient audiences for profits.
The creation of wealth-building
clubs among us is a first step.
Write for "Ways to Start
Investment Clubs" ($15.):2054
National Press Building,
Washington, D.C. 20045.

(William Reed is publisher of
Who's Who in Black Corporate
America - Nominations being
accepted)

BUSINESS DmECTORY
The Colton JointUnified School District
is seeking applicants for a variety of
employment opportunities.

The District is proud to offer:
• Competitive Salaries
■ Excellent Senefits Package
■ Supportive Working Environment
Call the District's Job Line
for current openings:

(909) 876-4082

Actions speak louder than words.
lt doesn't take much to point a child in the right direction. They watch you.

Do You Want to Work
1-2 Days A Week

They"want to.be you. Becaose you 're their hero, a good example can easily keep

Black Voice Newspaper
looking for Hawks

are less likely to start smoking. So show your child the way, and give them an

(on selected corners)

example they can live with. For help to quit smoking call 1-800-7-N0 BUTTS

Call

a child from smoki ng. lt's a fact: children who come from non-smoking homes

(1 - 800-766-2888).

(909) 682-6070
For more information
Paid for by the Callfornra Department of Health Services Funded by the Tobacco Tax lnrtiatrve.

G

Business Dire.ctory

~~or-.,.
experience...

Retirement Estate Investment

College Long-term

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

3585 Main Street, #200
Riverside, CA 92501
300 Law Firms Working Together
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes
in whatever your legal needs might be. We are
dedicated to helping the African-American people

: 1:1:1:~1:::t:r!~~:r!!entative

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

·:.:i:·

✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available

SunAmerica Securities, Inc.
225 W. Hospitality Lane #213
San Bernardino, CA 92408

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

909•885-0488

(909) 784-2804

CALL 909-683-1468

Fax 909•889-8015

tiUUOUAl?T~l?§

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

5 Biggest Mistakes of
Bankruptcy and How
You Can Avoid Them!

A FREE SERVICE!
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

(310) 523-1822

1
'

Krl1ten Baines

C.R.D. SENIOR CITIZEN SERVICES

10265Artihgti,f;'AviW8rat Tyler

( 9 0 9) 6 8 9- 8 91 6

Expires 9/19198

Office Hours
By Appointment

3400 Central Avenue, #310
Riverside, CA 92506

• HANDYMAN SERVICE
• OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE

"Serving the Community with Quality Care and Expert Service"

• DISABLED MOST WELCOME

Dovou HAVE

A-1 CLEA.NERS

LOVE THY SENIOR As THY

IRS

or

Tax Problems?

SELF

New IRS Policies May

1 (888) 273-3443

allow us to significantly reduce your tax liability even if you are making payments or haven' t filed
returns for several years.

Steve Oddie

Do You NEED ENERGY? FEELING

ONE DAY CLEANING SERVICE

Blouses
Laundry Shirts
Pants
Suits

•

ONE DAY ALTERATION

SERVICE MASTER TAILOR ON
SITF.

DRAINED? NEW AND IMPROVED
HERBAL ENERGY, THE ONE SURE WAY

99¢

PENALTIES

,SPECIAL

DRAPERY
Per Pleat Lined
Must present coupon
with incoming orders,
not valid with other
offers.

&

INTEREST

can be eliminated or reduced substantially

Call 1-800-741-6877 24 hours for Free
Recorded Message & Attorney's Free Report
"How To End IRS Problems

Law Offices of

TO PICK UP YOUR DAY.

Lose Weight &
Gain Energy!

FOR A FREE SAMPLE VISIT

WWW.GHOSTWRITERSETC.COM
OR CALL

(213) 896-0847

Proven Safe & Effective

Christian Bookstore

A Residential & Commercia.l
Real Estate Brokerage'

Pennsylvania Avenue, Riverside,CA 92507

for Residential Appraisals
Notary Public
Property Management
Real Estate Sales & Purchase

(909) 784-9660
JOSEPH

& BEATRICE SIMS PASTORS
10: a.m. - 7: p.m. Tue-Fri

Bus. Hours

3585 Main St., Ste. 212
Riverside CA 92501
(909) 784-1342

10: a.m. - 2: p.m. Sat
And immediately following services

~T

I

~~~

Insurance &
Securities Specialists

✓ Low Cost Insurance
✓ Low Downpayment
✓ Low Monthly Payment
Commercial • Auto • Home • Life • Health

ftFST1'.URANT
9395 Monte Vista

BANKRUPTCY

909-864-9191
(909) 886-2550

(909) 381-1830
696 North "D" Street, Suite #1
San Bernardino, CA 92401

Super-High earnings of up to 50% are
guaranteed in writing.

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. ·
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

,

CALL NOW FOR A FREE 8-PAGE REPORT

AND OWN A HOME OF YOUR OWN!

1-888-880-3224

Quit pouring rent money "down the drain ." Owning
your own home is easier than you m ight think... this
free report explains how. Call 1-800-556-3401 Ext.
200 anytime 24-hours a day, for your FREE copy.

Support Our Advertisers

(909) 682-6070

LeVIAS HO~IE LOANS
We will get you a Home Loan at the Lowest Rates
Possible

.,!II'< .

(310) 523-1822

------------- ~i:,., .,·. . SUBSCRIBE &
ADVERTISE TO THE
BLACK VOICE NEW'S
Ray Williams

Forever!

COMFORTABLY THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

(909) 482-0566

5955 BROCKTON AVE. • RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
92506

How to Stop Paying Re11t

Low-risk, high return
* CREATE THE INCOME YOU'LL NEED TO LIVE

* Make huge profits on small or large Investments •

Ave.

Broker/Agent
License # 0C03720

To find out more information on advertising rates, contact:

BUSINESS LITIGATION &
INCORPORATIONS
WILLS, TRUSTS & PROBATE
TAX ISSUES & IRS REPRESENTATION

TAX LIENS CERTIFICATE.
Backed by the Government.

CREOLE

SWANN

PHONE (909tA~E:-9(:g~)•;:~~i~~~) 276-4400

&

WITH LITTLE KNOWN INVESTMENT CALLED

CITY

Montclair, CA 91763

M.

Minks & Company
Independent Distributor

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
PERSONAL INJURY

CRFSCENT

Great Home and
Auto Packages
Available

MONE

An Association of Attorneys
DIVORCE & FAMILY LAW

Metabolife 356™

Riverside Faith Temple
2355

Ricliarcls & Rose

Our job is to get the best financing possible at
the lowest rate possible. We are dedicated to
serving our people. If it's regarding a home, we
can get you a loan.

✓
✓
✓
✓

We Service All Makes & Models
Serving Ontario & Pomona
Radio Dispatched Trucks
California State Lie. #590323
✓ Emergency Service
"If We Can't Fix It - It Ain't Broke!"
Sales - Service - Installation

Hours: Monday-Wednesday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

You Can Afford Usl

(909) 782-8219
Mobile Catering Service Available -- Anywhere -- Any Time
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion - All Occasions

Subscribe & Advertise

YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS
l\

\

Labourers For God
Labourers For God presents nationally known record ing art ists
Sharon Doss, Sandra Roundtree , Carla Jackson , featuri ng The
Inspirations, Heavenly and Norma Richardson on Saturday, December 19, 1998 at Life Changing Ministries, 5395 North "F" Street, San
Bernardino. The cost is $12.00 through December 13 and $1 7 a t
the door. For more information and to purchase tickets contact
(909) 887-8878 or (909) 883-7046.
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The Black !Mee Mel!'s

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, CA

RIVERSIDE

(909) 359-0203

By Cheryl Brown
Last Sunday, 20 visiting
ministers and a good number of
visitors joined the congregation at
Allen Chapel AME in the
appreciation service for Rev.
Shermella Garrett-Egson and her
husband John. "I Believe I can
Ay"was the theme of the s_e rvice.
The visiting preachers were
there out of respect for her. Most
she taught in divinity classes.
They showed their love through
the offering and their attendance.
Also apart from them was Rev.
Cecil Murray, FAME and Betty
Witherspoon, Allen Chapel AME,
San Bernardino.
The preacher of the hour was
Rev. C. Jessel Strong, Pastor of
Bethel AME, Oxnard, California.
Tributes were given by Mildred
Tyler and Leatta Fassett. Music
was provided by the Allen Angel
Choir - and the Bethel AME Choir.
Rev. Strong's message was taken
from Luke I :26-38, being obedient
to the will of God.
Strong told of how she had been
a Sunday School teacher. He gave
the analogy of Mary. "God sent an

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School (all ages) 8:30 a.m.
Christian Life Development Classes
(Adults only)
8:30 a.m.

Worship
Children's Church

9:45 a.m.
10:15 a.m.

Wednesday
Prayer

7:00 p.m.

Thursday
M.C. Orion Goe

Rev. Cecil Murray and his associate

Bible Study

NNPA

Nation of Islam Leader Minister
Louis Farrakhan has formed a
political wing in his nationwide
organization and will run
candidates for offices at all levels in
all states
In his message during a rally
earlier this month at the Tabernacle
MBC in Chicago , Minister
Farrakhan said politicians need to
be held accountable and should
communicate honestly to their
cons~ituents.
"We are going to form a political
wing that monitors everybody that

Rainbow Community Praise Center

angel to Mary saying you are
highly favored by God. Likewise
when she was teaching Sunday
School, when she was doing the
work of the Lord, she was highly
favored by God to go into the
ministry. She was a policewoman
for LAPD and was hurt chasing
down a suspect, when she heard
the call. She has been a female in
a male dominated profession all
her 1ife. Some said she couldn' t do
it because she was a female. "You
don't have to limit your choices,"
he said. "The road hasn't been
easy but God has blessed her. Just
as Mary, they both let God use
them."

at the
New Life Community Facility
8768 Helms Avenue, Suite B
P.O. Box 2422
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729
Services
Bible Study
Wed.7:00 PM
Bible School
Sat.9:30 AM
Praise/Worship Sat.11 :00 AM
Youth Meeting Sat.1 hr. before
sunset
PRAISE ORIENTED CHRIST CENTERED

Rev. C. Jessel Strong

faRev.
' Egson and mom Ella Ree Garrett

Egson introduced everyone who
supported her in a s p e cial way,
saving the best for last, her mom.

Her husband was lauded for being
so supportive of her and the
church.

to vote, you can tell them you are
not interested in their money, " said
Min . F a rrakh an . " We wa nte d a n
a bility to be more forceful on behalf
o f our con s ti tu e ncy b ase ," s aid
Leonard Muhammad , chief of staff
for Min . Farrakhan in an interview
w ith the Chi cago Defe nder. " .. .
involving o urselves p o liticall y in
America and in volving ourselves in
the n a ti o n's fo re ig n affair s to
influe nce our legislators on the U.S.
bud get and fo re ig n affai rs as it
relates to Africa.
"We believe with this thi rd force
that w e'll be a ble to negotiate a
much better relationsh ip with both

we send to any official position," he
said. "Since you came from us, your
service should be to thos e from
whom you come. The way you vote
should be important to us. Every 90
days we must call a town meeting.
You have got to come back from
Congress. You have got to come
down from the judges' chambers .
You have got to sit down with your
constituents, and tel I us why you
voted this way and how you want
us to help you do your job better.
"Tell us how much mone y you
need s o that big business people
that want to give you money to
control your vote and tell you how

March Field
Christian Church
15801 Harmon Street
(Services at Arnold High School)
Riverside, CA

parties," Muhammad stated. "This
is a mature position for Blac k
people to take, and we believe there
is a tremendous amount of support
for this k i nd o f concept in our
community. " -- Final Ca ll and the
Chicago Defender.

(909) 682-9960
W EEKLY S ERVICES
Church School 9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:0<' J.m.

Carter

Uniting God's People

Crossroads
Community Church ·

How To PLAY PIANO
Specializing in beginning and
advance techniques for gospel
music. Course includes: Vocal
Training; Harmony; Ear
Training; and Theory.

New LOCATION
(Located at Cooley Elementary S chool)
1000 S. Cooley Dr iv e
Colton , CA 9 2 3 2 4

(800) 650-5557

RAINBOW

Schedule of Service

Enrollment open to interested
adults and beginning classical
students also.

COMMUNITY CHURCH
1560 Lilac Street
Rialto, California 92376

(909) 873-4621

WEEKLY SERVICES

WEST COVINA

SUNDAY

Morning Worship

10:00 a .m .

Murph Chapel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
138 1 Pass & Covina Road
West Covina, CA 91 744
(626) 91 7-3686
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick
Sunday Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11 :00
a.m.
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Wednesday
6:00 p.m.
7:00p.m.
Bible Class
Thursday Bible Class
10:00a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Choir Practice
6:00p.m.
Bowling

TUESDAY

Bible Study

7:00 p.m .
THURSDAY

Prayer Meeting

7:00 p.m.

•,•·,;.·,:•: ::~•-:,·- ...

BEGINNING NOVEMBER 1ST

.

f ••

I

.

:

'

Elder Ed Dillon
Pastor I Thacher
"Role Models for
Livinr" Series
Abraham-The Faith
Journey from Glory to
Glory. Finding Faith to
believe God for
the impossible.

l

CHURCH

Bishop Kenneth C. Ulm.er

RIVERSIDE

Overseer

GLORIOUS
•Reflecting His Glory

Pastor DC Nosakhere Thomas

C0IIMUNITY CONSCIOUS

Children are are our Speciality
,.q.• ·.·:::<-

"A Spirit anpinted Church going
everywhere with the Word"

7:00 p.m.

Minister Louis Farrakhan Forms Political Wing in Nation of Islam
TIit Black ~,ice News

Rev. Michael and Sherrie
Edwards
"Enveloping, Developing '& Di.~persi11g ..

(during church)

CALL

0

(909) 622-6419

Doubletree Club Hotel
429 N . Vmeyard, Ontario, CA
Sundays at ~00 a.m. Childcare ages 3-12
An affiliate of Faithful Central Baptist Church, Inglewood, CA

For Thursday Evening
Bible Study location or
more information.

lrnanl Praise f elowsblP of
Sevenfll oa, Adventists
16050 Indian Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551

(909) 243-6999 - Church
(909) 243-2451 - Fax

Weekly Services
Saturday
Bible Study, Prayer & Fellowship 10:00 am
Praise & Divine Wors hip
11 : 00 am
Youth Services
5 :00 pm

Wednuday
Youth Peace Ministries
Bible Study, Prayer & F ellowship

5 :00 pm
7: 15 pm

Pastor Marcel Wip, M.S.,
M.F.C.C.

"The Most Exullent Way" Radio Broadcast Sunday 1: 30 pm - KPRO 1570 AM

Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
Sabbath School
Church Service
11 :00 a.m.
Adventist Youth
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside , CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Devotion & Worship
10:45 a.m.
E vening Bible Study
6:00 p.m.
Communion and Baptism every 1st
Sunday
7:00 p.m.

Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor

Pastor Jackson
Michael and Emily
Doggette, Jr.

Weekly Worship & Celebration Servic e s
4 :00 p.m.
REVELATIONS FRO M T HE B OOK OF DANIEL

Oct. 24th - The Psychics vs. the Prophet
Oct. 31 st - Defying the Death Decree
Nov. 7th - The Impossible Deliverance

1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782 .
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Sunday school
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a .m.
Evenin_g Worship
6:00 p.m.
(Wednesday)
Teachers Meeting
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Bible Study
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

New Visions Christian Community
Church
1846 1 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest
Area) ·
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 687-7454
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff)
Jefferson, Jr., M.Ed., M .Div
Sunday
Christian Growth C lass 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship & Praise 11 :0
a.m.
Wednesday
Prayer & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Thursday
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.
Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788-01 70
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a .m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worshi p
Evening Wors hip
6:30 p.m.

SAN BERNARDINO
New Hope COGIC
254 So. Mnt. Vernon

San Bernardino, CA 924 10
(909) 38 1-2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:45 am
Morning Worship:
11 pm
Evening Worship:
6 pm
Pastor Teachi ng:
8 pm Tues.
Evangelistic Worshi p:
8 pm Th

'

New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2526 Chu rch
Sunday Services
Morning Worship 7:45 & 10:45 am
Sunday School
9:45 am
Morning Worship 7:45 am 10:45
am
N.B.C.
5:00 pm
Evening Service
6:00 pm
Wed. Prayer Service
12 noon

N ew Life Christia11 Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardi no, CA
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worshi p 8:00 a.m.
Church School Hour
9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship Hour 11 :00 a.m.
Tuesday
Bible Study Hour
6:30 p.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Serv ice 7:00 p.m.
"Gospel Time" TV BroadcastChannel 3
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday 8:00 p.m.
Free- Way Missionary Baptist
Church
Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor
22545 Barton Road Ste. 111
Grand Terrace, CA 923 13
(909) 825-5 140
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
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Rev. Price Denounces Racism in Religion
Bible to j ustify slavery, segregation
and the notion of Black infe riority.
Th ose be l iefs , Price says, we re
passed down through generati ons
and is at the root of today's racial
problems.
"Reli gio n has bee n the mos t
flagrant perpetrator of racism in the
world .... The C hristi an churc h has
bee n the leader of raci sm in the
world and particularly in America."
His series, broadcast on more than
100 television and radio stations, has
garnered criticism and praise. About
hal f of the Black ministers on the
e xec uti ve board o f Pric e' s
Fellowship of I'lner City Word of
Faith Ministries resigned, and some
television and radio stations have

WASHINGTON

··The churc h is one of the most
racist institutions on planet Earth,
but it should not be .. .. God is not
and never has been racist or racially
prej ud iced .. says Re v. Frede ri ck
K .C . Pri ce. te leva ngeli s t a nd
fo under of the 17,000 me mbe r
Cre nshaw Christian Center in Los
Angeles.
In the December/January issue of
Em e rge . repo rte r Rhond a B .
Gra£l'<lm talks to Price a bout hi s
yearlong series Race. Religion and
R acis m . In the se ri es, Price
d isc usses ho w v arious leade rs
th ro ughout his to ry have used the

canceled his show since the series
began
in
October
1997.
N evertheless , some see Price's
de nunciation of racism in the church
as a blessing in disguise.
"He's regained a sense of Black
Life CHURCH

OF

consc io usness ,. says C ai n Hope
Felder, professor of New Testament
Language and Literature at Howard
University's School of Divinity and
chairma n of The Biblical Institute
for Social Change in Washington ,

Goo.IN CHRIST

Wednesday

Bible Study (Pastoral Teaching/
Children & Teen Ministries

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana. CA 92335
(909)350-940 I

Pastor Ron and Lavette Gibson
Our Christian Education Dept. hosts

Charismalife Regional Teacher
Training Conference

7:30 pm
7:30 pm

Saturday, October 17, 1998 8am to 3pm
Call now to register and ask/or details!

Sunday Worship
Services

. ·1■ri!li1l!ilil:i 1: :u,., ,:.

WEEKLY SERVICES

Worship Services

Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

Church School
Morning Worship

4:30 p.m.

(619) 325-1779
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Y.P.W.W.
Evening Worship

9:30a.m .

11:15 a.m .
6:00p.m .
7:00p.m.

Tuesday
Christian Education

7:00p.m.

Wednesday
Choir Rehearsal

Pastor Jerry E. Johnllon Sr.

7:00p.m .

Our Motto:
LOV in action, shows up better
than LOV spoken

Thursday

7:00 p.m.

Evangelist Service

7:00 p .m.

Ne,v Beginnings
Community

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 - Church Office
(909) 352-4538 - FAX

5694 Jurupa Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 779-0088 - Office

Baptist Chm·eh
Services held at: Kansas
Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 653-3775

9:30 a.m.
8:00 & 11:00 a.m.

Weekly le•Yleea

James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

7:00p.m.

Prayer and Bible Study

St. Timothy Community
Church
3100 N. State Street
San Bernardino, CA

Wednesday

Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &

7:00p.m.

Second Baptist Church

Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Pastor Eullas J. James

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 430. Moreno Vallev. CA

Allen OlaDel
.urlcan MeUlt>dld ·

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507

SERVICE TIMES:

(909) 684-7532

bllooPalChurdl

9:00a.m .

(909) 684-1564 - FAX

10:00 a.m.

www.secondbaptistriveiside.org
E-M AIL SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

4009 Locust (at 10th St.)
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-9406

BIBLE STUDY

Wed. Night

7:00p.m.

"God is in the Blessing Business"

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

7:45 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
10:15 a.m.

§Ct-Jf()UL~

Prayer Meeting
7:00 p .m.
Bible Study
7:45 p .m.
"Second in Name, First in Love"

presents

Pastor T. Ellsworth
Gantt, II

MONDAY-FRIDAY

(909) 693-0771

and

SATURDAY

11 PM

call
Pastor John Wells

(909) 688-1570

3rd Church Anniversary
Sept. 21st & Sept. 28th
Services Held at 4:00 p.m.

11 :00a.m.
11:30 a.m.

' Wednesthzy
7:00p.m.

884-824I

(909) 656-4015

(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax

Weekly Service

Schedule of Service
Sunday School
9 :45 a .m .
Sunday New Members ' Class 9 :45 a . m.
Wo r ship Servi ce Sunday
8 :00 a . m .
Worship Service Sunday
11 : 15 a . m .
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
7 :00 p . m .
Bible Study
Thursday
12 Noon

Schedule of Service

Rev. F. D. Bullock,
Pastor

9:45 a.m.
11:30 a:.m.

2 75 East Gro ve Street
Ri a lto , CA 9 23 76

"A church where everybody is
somebodyn

"Where The Simple Truth Is
Taught and Caught"

SUNDAY SERVICES;

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Valley Fellowship Seventh
Day Adventist Church

Jurupa & Brockton )

(909) 788-9218

Dea■ Jo■es

(989)

22612 A l essandro, Moreno Valley, CA

4055 Jurupa Avenue (corner

Pastor Harvey & Mrs.

7:00p.m.

Trinity Baptist Church

The Uving Word
Baptist Church

S u nd ay Pra is e & Wor s h i p 1 2 :00 p .m .
B i·ble Al i ve / Prayer
( Weds . Night )
7 :00 p .m .
Praise Team Rehearsa l
(T h urs. N i ght)
7: 00 p . m .

Tuesday - 9:30 a.m.
Thursday-5:30 p.m.
Friday- 9:30 a.m. . , l
CPR Classes 2-6p.m. Vicki
i ;· J' ,
Duckett
Bible Study: Wednesday- 6:00 p.m. ·

7:45 a.m.
9:30a.m.

Prayer & Bible Study
Chosen Generatiqn
(Youth 12-17 years)

Gueste
Pastor

Rev. J. L.

SATURDAY
Praye r & Fello ws hi p
Bibl e Stud y
Prai se Ser vice & D ivine Wo r s"hip
Youth Servi ces
Prayer And Pray s Wedn es day

9 :00 am
9 :30 am
11 :00 am
5:00 pm
7- 8p.m.

.~·
Dr. & Mrs. George King

Gue st Evange list Dr. R.C. Connor

" WHAT

A FELLOWSHIP "

Rad i o Ministry: 1570 AM - KPRO Mo n - F r i 9 : 45 AM

Refreshing Spring Temple
2883 Mission Inn Avenue
Ri verside, CA 92507

(909) 784-0860
•11 ploc• wh•r• oil mov com• ond b•
r•fr•sh•d•

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY

se,v1,.,
Sundov

W••kt11
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 :00 Q,ffl,
7:00 p.m.

Tu•sdav
&Ible Study

7:00 p.m.

FrldOIJ
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.

..

WEEKLY OgpER Pf SERVICE:

Sunday
Early Worship
Church School
Mid-Morning Worship
Children's Worship
(2nd & 4th Sunday

.,,_

Prayer:

WEEKLY SERVICES

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL MUSIC

7:00 p.m.

. 7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 220989
San Bernardino, CA 92410

(New in Temecula!!)
27570 Commerce Center Drive #225
Temecula, CA 92590

6-7

11 :00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

THE llooK OF Acrs

Community Church

REV. LEROI LACEY

§~J?YICfS

Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson

Mountain View
To HEAVEN WITH

Or

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Wednesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

Wednesday Services

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

HIGHWAY

Marc K. Woodson
Senior Pastor

Sunday

AMOS TEMPLE CME

'~

9:1 5 a.m.
9:15 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.

200 Oasis Rd.
Palm Springs, CA 92262

8:00 a.m.
11 a.m.
, 9:30 a.m.

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

Saturday Service
Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

Lily Of The Valley Church
Of God In Christ

1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

Sunday Service
10:45 a.m.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Seri ve
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Weekly Order OfService

Come To Life, It Will Change Yours!

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m .

report to the president from the
President's Advisory Board on Race.
In addition, se nior editor Marcia
Davis conducts the Dialogue with
Amnes ty International Secretary
General Pierre Sane'.

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509
(909) 276-8374

Sunday
W ORSHIP SERVICES
8:00 am, 9:45 am, 11:30 am & 7:00 pm
Sunday School
8:00 am
Sunday School
9:45 am
N ew M embers' Class
9:45 am
Childrens' Church
11:30 am
Support Group
5:00pm
Faith Clinic
5:30pm

Prayer Dnily: Tues-Fri nt 6am, 12 pm, & 7 pm

l"'llliRl,' ll

D.C. "He is our greatest prayer that
what has happened to him will one
day happen to Clarence Thomas."
Also in this issue, Mary Frances
Berry, chair of the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, examines the final

Mt. Rubidoux SDA
Church

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard•
Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684-LIFE

Friday (erery 1st & 3rd)
Fellowship Service
7:30 pm

,JJETJIEL ~-t.1ll.E
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SHEPHERD
presents

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME
SUNDAYS 12:30 - 1 :30 PM
for

(909) 597-7134
4195 CHINO HILLS PKWY 177
CiiINO HILLS, CA 91709

.
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Less Flower
More Power
The NEW

BEETLE at
FREEWAY

Volkswagen Oil & Filter Change Special

$2195

4·cylinder gas engines onlyexcept Vanagon (Other engines slightly higher)
• Change engine oil (5qrts. max.)
• Install Genuine Autobahn@ oil filter
• Checkand top·off transmission, brake, windshield washer and battery fluids.

LI N C OLN MERCURY FOR D CAR S LI G H T T RU CKS
LUB E, OIL & FILTER SERVICE PLUS ROT ATE SP ECIAL

s4403

"""" ,o.,pon

h1tlud,." :

• Cl,ong,e- oil & o il f ilt er • Rot ate: tires • 1 0 poi n t in'ipe<tion • 5
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Factory Rebate ............. $500
Freeway Discount ......... $1,000

Cu•tomer Price

$15,425
DON'T BE EMBARRASSED
ABOUT YOUR CREDIT .

Freeway Discount ....... $1500
Customer Price

WE'RE YOUR CREDIT SPECIALISTS
IT'S JUST THAT SIMPLE

Call us at 1-800-237-8115

Freeway Discount.. ....... $2 ,6-44---=::::::z;
1 at this price
Cu.tome, Price

VBANKRll11CY V BAD CRFJJIT
VllF1'0S , v1STTIME BllYFllS

$27,2 260~··~
- ~_..

e ~~11111111~'

MSRP ........ .. ................ $38,995
Freeway Discount ......... $2,900_
~ .---. .

Cu.tome, Price

$36,09

97 FORD ESCORT

sgggg
Air cond.. low miles. super clean.
Vin. #245827
·

Air cond .. cassette.
Vin. #RM033821

96 VW JETTA

97 HONDA CIVIC

Si2.999 Si4.999
5-speed, air cond., power locks, moon roof, tilt, AM/FM
stereo cassette Vin. #071951

Pwr. windows & locks, cruise, moonroof and more.
Vin . #VH511945

96 LINCOLN TOWNCAR

97 FORD Fl 50

SiB.999 Si9.999
Loaded, leather, power windows & locks. tilt. cruise .
#TY646481

Chuck McVay

Auto., air cond., cassette. tilt. cruise, pwr. windows &
locks. Vin. #VKB25661

96 FORD RANGER SUPERCAB nr

. Sfl,999
f (J f'(f
C r·~rfff"

:t L I NCOLN
"

M e rc u r y~
0 .9 %, 1.9 °0. 2.9°0, 5.9°0,
7.9u·o through Ford

Motor Credit on
npproved credit.

CAMINO

~9/889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115
•
--•

1600 CAMINO REAL SAN BERNARDINO
All vehicles subject to prior sale. Plus tax lie.. doc. (smog 11 any). On approved credit. Must see dealer for details. Standard rules of eligibility apply. Sale ends 12/07/98 •.

NBA GOES BACK TO BARGAINING TABLE

PORTS

The Black Voice News

Collective bargaining talks , on hold for nearly two weeks, will resume Thursday in New York with "everything back on the table," deputy
commissioner Russ Granik said. Commissioner David Stem and union director Billy Hunter spoke by telephone and agreed to a session involving the owners' and players' lull negotiating committees -- the first since November 20. Owners are again asking for a 50-50
split and the players are asking for 60 percent of revenues. Each side had moved three percentage points in the November 20 meeting. Of the approximately $1 billion players were supposed to earn this season, more than $300 million has been lost.

Contact Sporls Edi1or: Lelarid Stein III at (909) 682-6070 or black_voice@eee.org
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USC's Defense Muddles Notre Dame's BCS Hopes
Former Riverside North star, Chris Claiborne,
leads USC's defense to a shutout win, 10-0,
over Notre Dame at Coliseum.
By LELAND STEIN III
Black Voice Ne11·s Sporls Editor

LOS ANGELES - The intersectional rivalry between the
University of Southern California and Notre Dame is widely recognized as one of, if not the most famous college football meetings in the country.
.
This year's contest played at the Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum before 90,069 was the 70th meeting of the two storied
football playing universities.
Although each school has won national titles . . . and has
Heisman Trophy winners ... and each has an aura that is etched
in the history of college football lore, recently both schools have
fallen short of their lofty expectations.
USC has a first year coach, Paul Hackett, and Notre Dame
came in with a second year coach, Bob Davie. Each coach has the
daunting task of running college programs that expect to finish at
or near the top of the polls, and, at the minimum, at least challenge for the national title. Each school is in the midst of quality
seasons. well on their way to the respectability desired and hoped
for.
· The USC and Notre Dame contest had significant implications
for both squads. When the final whistle had blown and the lights
were turned off at the rain soaked Coliseum, USC was left standing with I0-0 hard fought victory over the No. 9 Fighting Irish.
Notre Dame still leads the series 39-26-5, but USC is 15-14-3
since 1967.
.
The win was the third straight for USC over Notre Dame after
the Irish went 12-0-1 against the Trojans from 1983-95.
Notre Dame was hoping to use an USC victory as a spring_.,,.,....,.,~·
\:,.::-·, :~:: ·: ::"":_···
board to a New Year's Day Bowl. Now their record stands 9-2
.,P_h,;t~·.;; Jon Gaede - BVN
and the Irish can only wait and see how the chips fall.
DEFENSE: USC's defensive standout, Chris Claiborne (#55), is now a
The Trojans on the other hand were fighting for its bowl life.
consensus All-American, as well as a finalist for the Butkus Award.
The grand hope of a l st tier bowl disappeared with the loss to
Above Claiborne and Marc Matock combine to sack Irish quarterback
Eric Chappell.
UCLA last week, and all in the Trojan camp are happy just to be
in the mix.
together like this and beats a quality opponent, it makes y~u say
The Holiday Bowl seemed to the be the one that kept ~oming
what if about our whole season. However, that does nothmg to
up in the post game USC locker room. However, fol_lowmg the
change our situation. I just very happy to get this win and I look
game, the Holiday Bowl officials named Oregon as tts te~ of
forward to a bowl matchup."
choice - the Ducks beat USC in head-to-head compet1t1on.
Notre Dame didn't complete a pass until freshman Arnaz
Sources say that the next probable scenario would place the
Battle threw a 28-yarder to Malcolm Johnson with 4:47 left in the
Trojans in the Sun Bowl.
third quarter.
.
Without its excellent quarterback, Jarious Jackson, Notre
Battle threw the third Irish interception on the next play, bemg
Dame tried to beat Southern California with the bare semblance
picked off by Rashard Cook, who also intercepted Battle's pass at
of a passing attack.
the USC 14 midway through the fourth quarter.
The Trojans simply wouldn't allow it.
Battle and Eric Chappell combined to complete 7-of-22 passChad Morton rushed for I00 of his 128 yards in the second
es for 94 yards, with the four interceptions.
half, and the USC defense, led by All-American Chris Claiborne,
"I think the pressure got to Eric, and it was obvious," Davie
was at its best in the Trojans' win over the Fighting Irish.
said, "and Arnaz (Battle) was a little bit tentative at times too."
"I have no excuses," Notre Dame coach Bob Davie said. "We
Coming to the defense of thie Irish quarterbacks, collectively,
knew coming in what kind of an effort was needed. We played
they had completed a total of two passes between them all season
hard but certainly not well enough to win. We knew we couldn't
as senior starter Jackson handled the quarterbacking chores.
make mistakes and turn the ball over."
Said Battle: "We never had good field position, and that was
But the Irish did just that, committing five turnovers, four on
our fault. I under-threw our receivers. The USC defense domiinterceptions.
nated us."
"They played their safeties up tight and took us out of our
How much did Notre Dame miss Jackson?
'!'formation," Davie said. "It became exclusively option football.
Notre Dame had scored on 37 of its previous 40 trips inside an
They did the right thing by putting nine people up front. We were
opponents' 20-yard line this season, and had no turnovers in the
limited, yet we still had enough to win. SC played great defen_se."
red zone in its first IO games.
It was the first time USC (8-4) has blanked Notre Dame smce
Autry Denson, Notre Dame's career rushing leader, was held
winning a 25-0 decision en route to the national championship in
to 46 yards on 19 carries.
.
,
1962.
.
"Our passing game was almost nonexistent and Autry wasn t
The Trojans scored their 10 points on .back-to-back possesable to run well with nine guys playing the run," Notre Dame
sions in the third quarter. The Irish, whose hopes for Bowl
quarterbacks coach Mike Sanford s~id. "Battle m~de a fe~ min~r
Championship Series appearance were snuffed out, couldn't
mistakes, but those always come with ;youth and mexpenence.
overcome the absence of Jackson, who accounted 1,740 of the
The game was scoreless until freshman quarterback Carson
team's 1,775 passing yards previously.
Palmer scored the first touchdown of his career on a 2-yard bootJackson was sidelined due to the knee injury he suffered in the
leg, capping a 64-yard, five-play drive on USC's second posseswaninoseconds of Notre Dame's 39-36 victory over LSU last
I:>
sion of the third quarter.
weekend.
"We put in the play this week," Hackett said.
"There's nothing like defense, they were magnificent," USC
Palmer threw a 25-yard pass to R. Jay Soward before runs of
coach Paul Hackett said of his team's performance. "It was very
11, 21 and 5 yards by Morton put the ball at the Notre Dame 2.
painful last week at UCLA (a 34-17 loss), but we have come back 1
Adam Abrams kicked a 23-yard field goal 3:18 later to comfrom every loss this season, which is the mark of a championship
plete the scoring.
caliber team."
Palmer completed 14-of-32 passes for 188 yards with two
Added Claiborne, who put his helmet in on 12 tackles and add
interceptions and Soward caught seven passes for 124 yards.
an interception (his sixth of the year) for good measure: "We've
played very good defense all year. Sure, when our team comes

BVN Game of the Week
Moreno Valley Rancho Verde 35, Corona
Centennial 6

-:-:'.:::;..

·. :;!;::.::\:~~-

\
Photo by Collins Smilley - BVN

../,( ·❖.·•

MUSTANGS ON THE LOOSE: (standing I to r) Warren Johnson,
Photos by Jon Gaede • BVN

USC receiver R.J. Soward (#18), who had 124 yards in receptions against Notre Dame, would make an exceptional combination with freshman quarterback Carson Palmer (#15) if he doesn't turn pro.
EXPLOSIVE COMBINATION:

Brian Morris, Damon Gayton, Wes Jeffries and Dante Washington.
(kneeling I to r) Estevan Renteria, Gregory Bills, Jef Ward and Jay
Hawkins.

r.

. ~··· · · · ......... ... -- .........
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When it comes to the changes in California's Electric Utility Industry for your business,

ower!
What has changed?

Now you can choose your Electric
Service Provider (ESP). The ESP is the
company that generates the electricity
you use. because many new ESP
companies have come into
the state, tens of thousands of . California
electric consumers have
already
switched
providers. As always,
the California Public
Utilities
Commission
(CPUC) is on the side of energy
consumers, serving as the
watchdog to protect you and
your rights.

.
~

.i•
.•••
.••

When and why did
this happen?

Early in 1998, the electric utility industry
opened to competition. This provides
you with a choice that could potentially
save Californians and YOUR small
business money.

'·
,"
"

..
' , '~ .:

negotiate for electricity rates like bigger
companies, thanks to "aggregation." This
is when your business joins with others
to buy electricity as a group. You can
contac( any registered ESP and ask
about aggregation.
Where can you get a
list of ESPs?

· For
a
list
of
providers,
call
1-800-789-0550

or visit our web site at
www.knowledgeispower.org. ·
The CPUC updates the list daily.
-

Who can you tum to for
more information?

The CPUC has information to ~elp you
make the right choice for your small
business. They have set up the Electric
Education Call Center (EECC) and two
web sites to give you objective, unbiased,
andfree information.

'

.. .
'

.

'

! · .,
'~ ~

! ~ : ..

.. .

.

How does this affect your
small business?

I

. '. ,'

Small businesses can noW

www.knowledgeispower.org www.cpuc.ca.gov

APublic Education Program Authorized by the California Public Utilities Commission

Electric Education Call Center

(TDD/11Y 1-800-933-3119)
State law allows each municipally-owned electric utility to choose whether or not their c ustomers will have a choice of electric service providers. Electric customers of city-owned or other utility districts should call the
number printed on their bill for specific information on how electric restructuring will impact them.

'
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Benson Breezes Back to Cerritos ·
Tire Black Vt,ia Neil's
CERRITOS

By Taylor Jordan

Grammy Award-winning
' guitarist/vocalist George Benson
returns to the Cerritos Center for
the Performing Arts on Dec. 11
and 12 to celebrate the release
of his latest recording, perform
new music and present popular
standards.
Benso n last played the

Cerritos center two years ago to
a sell-out crowds. He will take
the stage again in an 8 p.m.
concerts to showcase "Standing
Together," a musical mix of
evocative blues, sultry ballads,
modem pop tunes, Afro-Cuban
rhythms and improvisational
jazz statements.
Tickets, ranging from $37 to
$52, are still available through
the center box office or by
calling (800) 300-4345 or (562)
916-8500.

Music has been a central focus
for Benson since his birth _
March 22, 1943 in Pittsburgh.
A child prodigy, he reco,ded for
a small rhythm-and-blues label
at age 11 and began formal
guitar lessons shortly after this
initial
introduction
to
professional performances. He
was a teen talent featured in
organ master Jack McDuff's
band and co-led a band with
organist
Lonnie
Smith.
Benson's first musical award

came in 1967 as a participant in
the Spirituals To Swing
anniversary concert.
Guitar
legend
We ~
Montgomery
had
made
significant and successful in-roads for jazz guitar and
crossover playing with A&M
Records by the time .Benson
joined the label in the late
1960s. he hit big in 1976 with
the Top Ten/platinum album
"Breezin'," then moved higher
on the ladder of success with the

album's breakout single, an
adventurous cover of Leon
Russell' s "This Masquerade."
Benson, winner of an amazing
eight Grammy Awards in jazz,
R&B , pop and instrumental
music , sh ifts gears between
styles as smoothly as an
expensive sports car building
momentum. Stylistically, he is
equally comfortablre playing
with such legendary artists as
Count Basie, Jack McDuff,
Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter

and Grant Green, funking with
The Artist Formerly Known As
Prince, discovering new musical
ground with Cuban artists and
singing smoldering love songs. ·
The Benson concerts are
partly presented by a gener~us
contribution from A.J. Padelford
and Son Inc. and is included in
the Cerritos Center Ho liday
Series sponsored by Lincoln
Mercury.

Damon Wayans Live at San Manuel
Tire Blad Vt1ice Nein
HIGHLAND

Damor.i Wayans' gift for
performing developed as a child
as a creative means to capture
the attention of his parents and
.- nine siblings. Now, not only
funny but the "Funny Man" has
been featured .in such films as
"Major Payne," " Blankman,"
" Bulletproof," and "Mo'
Money." the latter of which he
al so wrote and executive
produced. Wayans will bring
his hilarious brand of comedy to
San Manuel Indian Bingo and
Casion on December 19, 1998.
Doors open at 9:00 p.m. for a
9 :30 p.m. showtime. Tickets
can be purchased at the San
Manuel Customer ·Service Desk.
Ticket prices are $25.00, $30.00
and $35.00 and can be
purchased by contacting (909)
864-5050, ext. 246.
Wayans began his stand-up
career touring the comedy club
circuit, which lead to his role as
a featured player on the famed
NBC Television program
" Saturday
Night
Live."
Following the encouragement of

Cabazon Band of
Mission Indians
Expands Public
Relations Staff
INDIO

The increasing diversity of
enterprises undertaken by the
Cabazon Band of Missi.on
Indians tribal government
has resulted in the expansion
of its public relatioiis staff.
Richard Sackley of Palm
Springs, a former newspaper
reporter employed by the
tribe since May _1 995,
remains public informatipn
officer and will concentrate
primari l)'
on
tribal
enterprises and legislative
i s sue s .
He previously
handled all tribal public
relations_, including Fantasy
Springs Casino.
Janice Kleinschmidt of Palm
Springs has joined the tribal
staf\ as. assistant public
information officer and will
be responsible for media
relations · as
well
as
redesigning and maintaining
the tribe's current Web site.
Formerly a writer and page
layout editor for The Desert
Sun, Kleinschmidt also will
assist Sackley as co-editor of
The Cabazon Circle monthly
tribal newsletter.
Laura)ee Ortiz of Cathedral
City has joined the casino's
marketing department as
public relations manager.
She will handle publicity and
press in conjunction with
concerts, boxing and other
: casin_o events. Formerly a
freelance writer and reporter
for The Desert Sun, Ortiz
al so will serve as editor for
casino-related publications,
' including the Fantasy Times
' monthly magazine.

morning animated show for the
WB Network which featured the
voices of his siblings, Kim ,
Shawn and Marlon Wayans. He
also directed the music video
"She's Not My Lover" for R&B
artist Joyce Irby.
Wayans also created and

served as the executive producer
for "413 Hope Street,'! a onehour drama for t he Fox
Television Network.
Wayans resides in Los
Angeles with his wife an~ four
children.
.•
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Today's hlack press sustains that legaqr hy highlighting
the accomplishments of African-Americans and
addressing such issues as the effect~ of crime and teen
pregnancy, and the deficiencies and opportunities in
education and employment. Its collective voice is
capahle of moving men and mountains.
Philip Morris Companies has supported the black
press since the 1930s because we believe that meaningful discussion takes place only when everyone is in
the conversation.

, ·oLOit: 1.

HOUS'1 0 N' !!i l U O JNO

For more Lhm1 ISO years. African-Amcric.an newspapPt"S
have prmided a rnice for Lhe hlack community and a
fomm for ex;unining issues of critical importance to
hoth that community and the larger society.
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the People
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winning series , "In Living "Handiman" and the wildly
Color," where he personally popular, classic "Men on Film."
earned two Emmy nominations .
\Yayans also starred in his
Among the unique and own
critically-acclaimed
memorable characters and · specials "One Night Stand" and
sketches he created and "The Last Stand?" and served as
performed for the show were the executive produce·r of
"Homey
the
Clown," Waynehead," a Saturday

friends, he simultaneously
pursued a career as an actor and
landed his first film role in the
blockbuster "Beverly Hills
Cop."
Wayans was a performer and a
writer for three seasons on the
highly-regarded, Emmy Award-

THE HOUSTON INFORMER
HOUSTO'°, T~:XAS. SATURDAY. JUNE H. 19111.

Please join us in saluting the African-American press
and ten of the oldest continuously published black
papers in America.

"~!~$

_,

Philip Morris salutes ten of the oldest
continuous(y published
black newspapers in America.

1884
1892
1892
1895
1905
1909
1909
1910
1912
1920
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The Philadelphia Tribune
Baltimore Ledger (Afro-American)
Houston Informer
Indianapolis Recorder
Chicago Defender
Amsterda.m News
Norfolkjournal & Guide
Pittsburgh Courier
St. Louis Argus
Clel'eland Call & Post
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It's Time Lose Weight

And·the Queen's Court Is?

M. CTawdys Ha"E.Js
Herbals to help you:

....

The Black Vt1ire Nein
INDIO

Sunday, November 22, the
53rd
Annual
Queen
Scheherazade Pageant took
place at the Riverside County
Fairgrounds in Indio. The
pageant was an enjoyable and
memorable experience for all
the contestants and the crowd
of 250 spectators. Three
young women were chosen as
the Queen and her court.
The
new
Queen
Scheherazade is Sarah
: Young, 17, of Indio. Sarah is

medicine.
the new Queen and her
court will reign as the 1999
ambassadors
for
the
Riverside County Fair

Let Us Know What's
On Your Mind.

• Lose Weight (without exercise or dieting)
•· Increase Mental and Physical Energy
• Reduce Free Radicals with Antioxidants
• Increase Stamina
• Relax

Grounds in Indio. AirTouch
is this year's sponsor for the
fair. For more information
aboutthefair,call 1-800-811FAIR.
SUBSCRIBE

Claudia James
909•820•7334

& ADVERTISE
THE COUPON EXPRESS

"Best Ribs County Fair 1st Place Winner"
.Voted #1 Bar-B-Que by KFROG!
l/11k1 · /fr:-;i•1T111io 11s /~arly

http://www.eee.org/bus/bvn

fu r /lulitl11_11 l'urtic·s

or

< \II .NI .Hi.\ \".\It \Ill.I:"

black_voice@eee.org

10277 Arlington at Tyler
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soda.
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AN
AFFRONT
TO THE
BLACK
PRESS

358-9244

s399

ARUNGTON

•

Ltmtt 1 coupon per order. Praent coupon

.',

888•820•7334

Fax 428•5827

Contact us on the World
Wide Web:

e-mail

, on the youth advisory council
and plans to attend a
~niversity and major in
; 'm arketing with a minor in
:Communication or fashion
design. Sarah-Alissa Lopez
•of Indio was crowned as
Princess Dunyazade. Sarah,
,17, is on the youth advisory
council and participates as a
teen mentor. She is al so
involved in track , cross.country, and her High School
Marching Band. Crowned as
Princess Jasmine is 17 year
old, Ashley Craven of La
, Quinta. Ashley is president

•

. &ptree 18-18-98.

Monday • Tuesday • Wednesday 7-8:30
Thursday• Friday• Saturday 7- 10
Sunday 7-6
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91 PREEWAY

On Friday, October 30, 1998, a full
page advertisement appeared in USA
Today encouraging African Americans to vote
on November 3, 1998.

The advertisement read: "The Black Leadership Forum, Inc.
and Black Entertainment Television, Inc. urge African Americans
to vote on November 3, 1998 for the political party whom you believe
will deliver results on: improved education, quality health care, jobs,
affirmative action, sentencing parity for drug convictions, equal justice for
all, and fair urban and rural policies." The ad carried a photo of Bob Johnson.
President of BET, surrounded by African American leaders who participated in a
BET press conference. The ad also listed 21 national African American organizations
affiliated with the Black Leadership Forum, including (without our permission) the
National Newspaper Publishers Association .

This advertisement prompted immediate response, angry response from African American
publishers who are members of the National Newspaper Publishers Association, the trade group for
the more than 200 African American newspapers. There are several reasons for their anger.
Number one: While African American newspapers were carrying free editorials and op-ed articles
for the past several weeks on the critical election issues at stake for us and imploring our readers and their
families to vote on election day, our newspapers did not receive a penny for national advertising from any
source.
Sarah-Alissa Lopez

Number two: The fact that the Black Leadership Forum and BET decided to spend approximately
$67,000 for a one-page ad in a white newspaper (which is not read by the masses of African Americans)
is an insult to African American publishers, who are struggling small business enterprises. The Black
Leadership Forum and BET did not run a similar ad in a single African American newspaper.· We take
issue as to the sincerity of such an effort that was supposedly targeted to reach African Americans and we
ask the question who "really" was the ad designed to reach?
Number three: NNPA has been battling the U.S. Federal Government, the Department of
Housing & Urban Development and the White House Office of Drug Policy, in particular, for
receiving $195 million appropriated by the U.S. Congress for a national education campaign, and
in the first phase placed advertising in white media exclusively in 12 cities, half of which had large
African American populations. For years, the Black press has been fighting Fortune 500 companies which depend on African American consumers for their profit margins, but ignore doing
business with African American newspapers.
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of the "Bold, Strong and
United" - a community
service club on her high
school campus, She plans to
' attend a university and study
Empl0yment Opportunity

Some of our publishers have described the USA Today ad as "shameful" and demand an
apology from Bob Johnson, President of BET and froin the Bla~k Leadership Forum and its members for such a conspicuous affront to African American newspapers which have been in the business of representing our people since 1827. We can expect whites to spend their funds .with white
media, but not for Africa1,1 Americans to do the same, while spending not a penny with their own
media, it is, indeed,- shameful!
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